Editorial

The third line of health care services

When we talk about third line in production, distribution and providing services, distinct and different thoughts of special activity comes to the mind. In other words that often come in the Iranina ancient literature, especially in poetry and prose is: “Non disruptive brevity and verbosity, but equality” could be the most appropriate approach to provide information. Now this is about third line of health services which is topic of a combination in usage of strengths points of public or governmental services versus private services that can lead to improved services and provide novel standardized setting. So, some criterion and indicators must be present for goal achievements. Population are an important symbol that it would be preferable based on other providers or other data centers or groups will be matched.

As we believe the humankind dignity cannot be separated from its existence, so he can reach where no other than Allah can reach it, as Saadi poet said:

Dosen’t seem wise man except God
Look how far the degree of humanity

We believe that in hospital and health services, the commercial law should not prevail. In medicine neither is graceful for physician nor hospitals and our suggested model in Sarem hospital is based on non-governmental or non-private pattern and on the other hand, this center can be influenced along with public institutions and NGOs, and charities based with the management of the specialists.

With this view, and in the introducing of process in the previous years when prospect of third line of health services, we were planned two major and fundamental aims as below:

Considering human dignity, providing standardized and high quality services, efforts in the use of coordinated equipment with modern technology, use of efficient knowledge and moral achievements, alleviate the pain and the healing of treatable patients in the terms of soul and spirit, reducing the costs of health care by offering material and legal solutions (such as insurance system).

Noticing to the present human resources as a stable capital and reserves, creating job security, material and spiritual welfare supply suitable for staff (in the form of a large family in Sarem hospital), facilitate the growth and promotion of employees, providing the way for research opportunities which are the most important goals of third line of health services in Sarem foundation.
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